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FLAGET DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

 The museum keeps a graduates book available at the museum which is updated yearly 

showing the status of all Flaget graduates.  This book was just updated on March 1st and today is 

on a table in the front of the hall for anyone who may wish to view it.  The book will be back in 

the museum later this week.  Also in the front of the hall is a map showing the current state of 

residence of the Flaget graduates.  I did this once a few years ago with many positive comments 

received.    

 

 Over the years that I have been the curator of the museum many people have contacted 

me seeking information of one type or another on the school or those that attended.  I am always 

happy if I can help you out by supplying this type of information if possible.  Many of the 

records, which would be helpful in supplying information on the students and the school, are not 

available at the museum.  This missing information is held at the University of Notre Dame in 

their Catholic archives.  Notre Dame is the repository for the United States for all Catholic 

informational records that are not kept at the schools.  When a Catholic church, parish, or school 

or for that matter any Catholic institution is closed the many records associated with that 

institution are not just discarded.  These records are sent to the archives at Notre Dame if no 

other entity such as a diocese or religious order retains them. 

 

 As always the museum is accepting donations for display and research.  Any memorabilia 

from the time the school was open is sought.  Athletic programs, Landmark newspapers, Flaget 

jewelry, and just about anything else is most appreciated.  Just bring anything you may wish to 

donate to any alumni luncheon, drop the items off at the museum, or call me if you need me to 

pick the items up. 

 


